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Conversational Marketing messaging bots engage prospects and customers in conversations 

that make them the source of the most recent and accurate indicators of their intents,  

preferences and instructions. Leveraging this new approach to consumer engagement, 

brands can gain competitive advantage and increased customer lifetime value from the 

ongoing customer relationship-building these bots can provide. In this document, Opus 

Research will describe the features and functions supported by Conversational Marketing 

platforms and toolkits and provide a list of solution providers that have taken leadership 

positions in this domain. 

Foundations of
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Strategic Findings
Conversational Marketing’s time has come – Email is inefficient  Search marketing is wasteful  Outbound 

messaging can be ill-timed and mis-targeted  Conversational Marketing messaging bots engage prospects 

and customers in conversations that make them the source of the most recent and accurate indicators of their 

intents, preferences and instructions 

Most Messenger bots are not conversational – Brands, by and large, rushed to create Messenger  

bots on Facebook motivated by a perceived need to automate interactions with their “Fan Pages” and maintain 

parity with competitors  The results, for the most part, are single-purpose, unidirectional “feeds” or commerce 

platforms that fall short of true conversations  To date, conversational use cases that are vehicles for user-

centricity haven’t been well thought out  But that is beginning to change as a second-generation of bots focused 

on specific customer pain points are being released by brands that see the long-term potential of Conversational 

Marketing and seek competitive advantage from the ongoing customer relationship-building these bots can 

provide 

Tools must be designed for marketers and designers, not developers – Marketers and designers 

need tools to create, analyze, tweak and manage effective, long-term conversations without the need for 

long and expensive development cycles  In this report, Opus Research evaluates solutions by how well they 

integrate Natural Language Processing to enable people to communicate in their own words and apply Artificial 

Intelligence to detect and define the most appropriate messages and actions to be taken and whether those 

solutions put that power in the hands of those closest to the customer and the experiences they will find  

most helpful 

Elegant integration with IT improve conversations – Most genuinely useful bot experiences require 

integration to one or more back-end systems to facilitate engagement, personalization, and transactions 

throughout the entire customer journey   A big differentiator among solution providers are ready-made 

interfaces with existing CRM systems (for customer profiles and activities), “live” access to inventory (to support 

e-commerce) and the ability to transition to checkout and payments in the course of a conversation 

Solutions must be “enterprise grade” – Because bots are in the critical path between companies and 

their customers or prospects, solutions must comply with high-standards for reliability, security, encryption and 

privacy protection and have the ability to scale 
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Foundations of Conversational Marketing

Understanding the Power of Conversational Marketing

Many of the world’s most recognized brands have unleashed a cadre of “messaging bots” to serve 

as conversational agents with their prospects and customers  This marks the beginning of the Age of 

Conversational Marketing 

Right on time, a cohort of technology and platform providers are defining and refining the tools and platforms 

that make it easy for brands to engage their prospects and customers in much more relevant, real-time and 

asynchronous conversations  Yet it is important to keep in mind that, just as not all bots are created equal, not all 

Conversational Marketing solution providers offer the same basket of capabilities or suite of services  

In this document, Opus Research will describe the features and functions supported by those platforms and 

toolkits and provide a list of solution providers that have taken leadership positions in the Conversational 

Marketing domain  

Voluntary disclosure of personal information and preferences in the course of a conversation is proving to be 

highly accurate for companies to get to know their customers  More importantly, it represents a way for brands 

to anticipate and counteract growing concerns surrounding personal privacy and monitoring  New data privacy 

regulations in the EU are just one sign of things to come as is both Facebook and Google being forced to take 

measures to grant more control of personal information to individuals  

One way brands can lower their risk of losing access to second and third-party data sources is to invest in 

Conversational Marketing which establishes a mechanism for individual customers to act as the “first party 

data sources” to the companies and brands of their choice  This approach is not reliant on monitoring or spying 

on consumers  A brand with a conversational agent or “bot” making its appearance in the contact list of an 

individual’s Facebook Messenger app has achieved a form of marketing’s Holy Grail  That individual has, in 

effect, opted into an ongoing set of interactions with the brand; it is a high form of trust 

That trust is the foundation of Conversational Marketing: communications with an automated agent that engages 

in a stream of authentic (and frequently authenticated), highly personalized messages and can quickly recognize 

or even predict the intents and preferences of an individual and support considered product selection and 

purchases  
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A New Category of Solution Providers
From a list of hundreds, Opus Research has identified 17 companies that stand out in their efforts to develop 

and bring to market platforms and services designed to support Conversational Marketing:

 Assist

 Automat

 Chatcast

 ChatFuel

 Chatkit

 ChatSuite

 Conversable

 Heyday.ai

 Imperson

 Massively

 Morph.ai

 Motion.ai

 Msg.ai

 Octane

 Reply.ai

 Snaps

Claiming a Growing Share of Digital Marketing Revenues
To date, the identified Conversational Marketing companies have generated approximately $25 million in revenue  

Yet, Opus Research expects them to see huge growth as they capture a larger share of the $90 billion brands 

spent on digital advertising in 2017 (per forecasts from eMarketer and others)  Facebook and Google are the 

largest beneficiaries of brands’ digital spending  Their recent focus on mobile and messaging-based advertising 

is expected to foster growth rates around 40% annually, with total spending expected to exceed $115 billion 

globally in 2020  

Most of the digital spending goes toward one-way media, meaning paid search (AdWords), display advertising 

and email  Video advertising is starting to play a more prominent role as well  Opus Research anticipates even 

higher levels of growth in spending by firms that seek to engage their customers and prospects in conversations  

It is a far-sighted strategy that breaks an existing model that involves unwanted surveillance, surreptitious data 

capture, inaccurate advertising targeting and the binary decisions surrounding “ad blocking ” 

Conversational Marketing lets brands learn about consumers in their own words, letting them 

opt-in to what they are comfortable sharing and respecting privacy when they are not.
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Arriving at the Short List
Today, a long list of companies (there may be thousands) in Digital Marketing or MarTech provide parts of 

Conversational Marketing solutions  Opus Research includes many of these companies in our “Bot and 

Intelligent Assistance Landscape” (illustrated in Figure 1 below) but determined that they do not offer solutions 

that are true to “Conversational Marketing” for reasons described below 

 Bot Developer Platforms:  A variety of companies offer natural language capability and AI functions via

public APIs   Still other companies offer developer toolkits or frameworks for developing bots  (Examples:

Facebook/Wit ai, Google, Microsoft, Amazon/AWS, IBM Watson, Gupshup, Botkit, Dexter, Pandorabots,

Recast AI)

Why they are not included: While general purpose bot toolkits and frameworks are quite useful and

highly visible, they are not included among our candidates because they are not specifically chartered

to support marketing goals  More importantly, many of these solutions are decidedly for developers

(meaning coders)  Thus, they lack many of the features and functions that support the creation of long-term

conversational campaigns between brands and their customers without significant custom development 

 Marketing Automation Providers / MarTech Giants: Targeted email-based marketing has been

around for decades and the innovation leaders could be included to depict their developmental arc 

Automated marketing technology promises a comprehensive approach in establishing a continuous stream

of messages to engage both prospects and customers   (Examples: Adobe, ClickZ, Optimail, Marketo,

Pardo, Act-on, Eloqua)

Why they are not included: Content marketing and traditional marketing automation differs from

Conversational Marketing because they remain largely one-way by nature  The candidates under

consideration in this document have invested their R&D and product development in providing features

and functions that engage in on-going, two-way conversations with customers in a “messaging first” way,

including interactivity in short messages back and forth (as opposed to long emails/pages or walls of text),

the ability to recognize intent from natural language input, and smart delivery of notifications when they’ll be

most welcomed by messaging users 

 Enterprise Intelligent Assistants Platforms: A long-standing focus for Opus Research, Enterprise

Intelligent Assistants are a flavor of chatbot that evolved in advance of the onslaught of bots on messaging

platforms  They also predate the proliferation of personal virtual assistants like Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa,

Microsoft Cortana or Google Home Assistant  Within the friendly confines of the enterprise information

infrastructure, EIAs could leverage investments that companies had made in their customer care

infrastructure to also support marketing functions  (Examples: Nuance, [24]7, IPsoft, Artificial Solutions,

Creative Virtual, Next IT (Verint), CX Company)

Why they are not included: EIAs, by definition, are tightly integrated with customer care contact centers 

The conversations they support are tailored, most often, for existing customers  While there are growing

instances when they are engaged in upselling, cross-selling or new sales, that is not their primary intent and

the conversations they promote are most important after a sale  While Opus Research anticipates that EIAs

will take on some of the responsibilities of Conversational Marketing, that is not their prime directive 
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 B2B Marketing and Sales Assistants - Forays of Intelligent Assistants into pre-sales and revenue 

generating domains have been almost exclusively in-house or B2B  For example, Sales Assistants provide 

important functions for live reps, such as scheduling sales calls, composing and delivering follow-up emails 

and other activities to transform leads into qualified customers  (Examples: Drift, Exceed ai, Conversica)

 Why they are not included: Artificial Intelligence and Predictive Analytics have important roles to play in 

qualifying leads and increasing the productivity of salespeople  Because these companies are not consumer-

facing by definition and are not designed to improve the conversations between brands and their customers, 

they are not included in this analysis 

The Conversational Commerce Genome
Brands now realize that Conversational Commerce platforms – be they messaging bots, virtual agents or  

some form of invisible advisor that has taken up residence in a “smart speaker” or the infotainment console in  

a car – are robust, omnipresent entities that support their digital marketing objectives  Yet, as depicted in Figure 

1, Conversational Marketing and Sales Assistants are part of a much larger landscape of options for Intelligent 

Assistance and Conversational Commerce that Opus Research has tracked and defined over the past three 

years  

All of these platforms rely on a common set of capabilities that are depicted in the lower two layers of Figure 

1  At their core are resources that support natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning  The former 

is able to derive meaning from input that individuals provide in their own words (typed or spoken)  The latter 

insures that recognition of intent and responses to those words improve over time 

Figure 1: Conversational Commerce Technology Landscape
 

(Source: Opus Research)
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Conversational Marketing initiatives and solutions may have some B2B (business-to-business) features and 

functions, but they are decidedly B2C (business-to-consumer)  More accurately they are B2C2B resources 

because they initiate an ongoing conversation that enables individuals to use their own words to describe their 

interests, preferences and other relevant attributes and enables companies to engage those individuals in a 

personalized way  

Brands who use Conversational Marketing platforms apply the principles of two-way conversations with 

Intelligent Assistance to create or support an engagement model that grants each individual with the ability to 

opt-in to two-way communications with companies and carry out an ongoing dialogue that supports the mutual 

objectives of the brand and its followers 

A Framework for Analyzing Conversational Marketing Options
In this document, Opus Research provides a common framework and proposes an accepted terminology 

for brands and marketers to use as they evaluate their deployment options for Conversational Marketing 

technologies and build conversational channels with their prospects and customers  While the processes 

embrace Natural Language Understanding, Content Management and several flavors of Artificial Intelligence, 

solutions providers take pains to make implementation considerations as non-technical as possible  

Brands have a responsibility to apply the latest technologies to support a continuously rewarding, conversational 

experience to individuals  The firms that provide tools and platforms for conversational marketing should 

be evaluated according to their ability to deliver the features and functions that support those rewarding 

experiences  

The objective of this document is to give decision makers, who are most often subject matter experts in the 

world of Marketing and Advertising technologies (MarTech and AdTech), a basis to conduct apples-to-apples 

comparisons of prospective solutions providers on their own terms 

It starts with a holistic understanding of an emerging list of capabilities  To support evaluation, we’ve divided 

the features and functions of each solution set into two broad technological categories (platform and AI) and 

intersect those capabilities with the provider’s breadth of services and client experience to arrive at a complete 

view of the provider’s ability to meet the overall needs of companies and deliver solutions that successfully 

address end-consumer needs and provide strong ROI 

Vendor Evaluation Criteria

Platform Characteristics
 What tools does each vendor provide to create, initiate and support ongoing conversations? How easy is it 

for a subject matter expert in marketing or advertising to author a conversation? Can it be monitored and 

edited on the fly?

 Is Natural Language support baked into the solution platform, or does it rely on a third party? How quickly 

can the platform be expected to understand the wide variety of ways people express themselves? Can it 

accommodate multiple languages or regional dialects?
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 Do solutions integrate seamlessly with existing enterprise IT or third-party resources? Can CRM records

be used to help personalize responses? Is there live access to inventory, checkout and other elements of

comprehensive digital commerce and marketing platforms?

 Is the platform “enterprise-grade”? Will the vendor support Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for uptime

and reliability? Does it comply with industry regulations or standards for privacy protection, information

encryption and the like? How well does the solution scale?

The following criteria are applied when assigning “Harvey Ball” ratings in this category:

Solution provider adheres to all of the features and functions above  Authoring and reporting tools 

are designed for non-technical professionals to take charge of bot development, deployment and 

monitoring  Natural Language Processing (NLP) resources are internally developed and under the 

control of R&D staff within the company  Solutions are “enterprise grade” meaning that resources 

integrate and interoperate with existing CRM or Contact Center resources and performance adheres 

to service level agreements (SLAs) that are characteristic of mission critical resources 

Solutions conform to three out of the four criteria described above  Solution providers may rely on 

third-party NLP engines or they may not offer SLAs or prepackaged APIs for popular CRM or  

Contract Center resources 

Platforms are able to perform the functions described above but they are not a major focus and, 

in some cases, are not packaged into the product 

Described in marketing literature or product roadmaps; not points of emphasis or differentiators; 

aspirational

Enabling “Artificial Intelligence” Capabilities

 How well are machine-learning algorithms applied to support NLU and “clustering?” Can it rapidly recognize,

or even predict, a customer’s intent, preferences and meaning? How good is the system at drawing

inferences from diverse input from an individual or group of friends and influencers?
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 Is intelligence applied to support advanced customer profiling? Will it enhance marketing efforts by providing

the ability to deliver highly targeted messages? By extension, will it help organize recipients into segments of

like-minded customers?

 Can AI and Machine Learning (ML) be applied on an ongoing basis to support testing of alternative

conversations? Can it be used to optimize the delivery of outbound messages based on a broad spectrum

of considerations (not just time of day)?

Solution supports all of the features and functions above  NLU is capable of rapidly recognizing or 

predicting intent and takes into account input from actual usage over time  Also, AI resources can  

be applied to govern segmentation strategies and determine how and when outbound messages  

can be delivered 

Solutions largely conform to the criteria described above  They may not put an emphasis on 

testing or scheduling 

Platforms are able to perform the functions described above but they are not a major focus and, 

in some cases, are not packaged into the product 

Described in marketing literature or product roadmaps; not points of emphasis or 

differentiators; aspirational

Breadth of Services & Client Experience

In addition, when evaluating prospective solution providers, enterprise decision makers must evaluate 

the breadth and nature of professional services they offer, as well as a demonstrated set of large-scale, 

referenceable customer implementations  

 Ability to engage with a brand’s marketing executives and digital teams to build and design bots

 Staffed to support both technical and marketing goals of brands and advertisers

 Support of initial conversation creation and ongoing learning and refinement 

 Established, deep domain knowledge for specific vertical industries 
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Service and support is a point of emphasis  Solution provider adheres to all of the services described 

above  Sufficient technical and marketing staff to provide ongoing 24/7 support  Offers deep domain 

expertise; demonstrated ability to scale, meet enterprise needs; well-known, established customer 

base; ongoing deep professional services

Solution provider support most of the above criteria; may have limited domain expertise or constraints 

on ability to scale and offer 24/7 support 

Solution provider is in limited size, geographic scope or depth of domain knowledge 

Pilot customers only, service is not a point of emphasis or differentiation
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Conversational Marketing Vendors: Evaluation Results
Figure 2: Vendor Assessment Table

COMPANY Conversational Platform 
Characteristics

Enabling AI Capabilities Breadth of Services & 
Customer Support

Automat
   

Snaps
   

msg.AI
   

Reply.AI
   

Conversable
   

Massively
   

Imperson
   

ChatFuel
   

Chatkit
   

Heyday.AI
   

Assist
   

ChatSuite
   

Octane
   

MotionAI
   

Chatcast
   

Morph.AI

Lucie Loubet
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Strategic Recommendations
The landscape for Conversational Marketing is highly dynamic and quickly evolving  Yet it is clear that solution 

providers can be organized into three distinct tiers based largely on how mature their solutions are in the three 

major categories depicted in Figure 2, above 

The Leaders
Automat and Snaps distinguish themselves by providing authoring and service delivery tools that leverage NLU 

and AI in ways that simplify a brand’s ability to build robust, conversational bots that learn and scale  They have 

track records and customer rosters that validate claims that their breadth of service and ability to deliver fulfill 

stringent enterprise requirements  

Distinguished Solution Providers (DSLs)
Reply ai, msg AI and Conversable have built excellent reputations pursuing distinctive niches in the bot world 

and, secondarily, supporting some of the requirements to integrate into a full MarTech stack  Detailed analysis, 

based on interview and vendor provided information is contained in the company profiles in Appendix A and will 

provide descriptive prose and marketware to support your decision-making  

Conversational Marketing Bot Specialists
Each of the other solution providers in this study were included because they have attracted the attention of 

brands or competitors in the red-hot market for Conversational Marketing  Their distinguishing attributes are 

discussed in the profiles included in Appendix A 

Opus Research’s metrics attached high importance to a solution provider’s ability to provide tools that enable 

brands to create ongoing, natural language conversations that engage their customers at every stage of digital 

commerce: including search, recommendation gathering, product selection and transactions  They support 

a better customer experience because they are conversational, and they provide a better foundation for 

meaningful customer engagement because they provide a mechanism for individuals to provide personal data or 

indicate preferences without resorting to surveillance or the purchase of information from third-parties 

The solution providers that we rated most highly also made a point of supplying “enterprise-grade” components 

that adhere to security, reliability and privacy protection expressed in Service Level Agreements (SLAs)  
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Appendix A: Company Profiles 
Editor’s Note: The information provided in the following company dossiers is based on executive interviews and 

company-provided information for informational purposes  While Opus Research believes it to be reliable and 

has made best efforts to verify the information, we make no claims as to its completeness or accuracy 

Assist
Opus Research Quick Take:

Assist makes branded mobile apps available through messaging platforms   

Emphasis on improving user experience through seamless access to APIs 

              

HQ: San Francisco, CA

Website: http://www assi st/

Firmagraphics
Year business started: 2014

Investment/Funding: $5 5 million

Number of employees: 5-10

Brief Company Description:
Assist says it “powers businesses on all messaging platforms,” showcasing e-commerce messaging for brands 

that include Sephora, Hyatt, Fandango, 1800Flowers and Lonely Planet  Brands control the experience, integrate 

with their support systems, analytics, security and messaging capabilities 

Engagement model, flagship product/services, & value proposition: 
Power major brands with a platform to build and deploy chatbots to Messenger, Twitter DMs, Alexa, Google 

Assistant and more  

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery
•  Graphical: Designed for marketing/business users or IT/developers)

•  Multi-lingual/brand/region: N/A

•  Supports Testing: yes

• Flexibility / Multi-points of entry, outbound: N/A

Company


Conversation 
creation and 
delivery/NLP

Architecture 
integration & 

flexibility

Enterprise-grade 
& security/ 

privacy

Advanced NLU, 
Clustering

Customer 
Profiling, User 
Segmentation

Advanced 
Testing, 

Outbound 
Delivery

Breadth of 
Services

Customers / 
Client Support

Assist
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Integration Architecture
• Natural Language Support: yes

• CRM: yes

• Inventory Management: yes

• Product recommendation engines: yes

• Shopping cart/check-out: yes

• 3rd Party Analytics: yes

• Live agent hand-off/escalation: yes

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations: N/A

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Advanced NLU, Clustering: yes

Customer Profiling, User Segmentation: yes

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery: yes

Experience, Breadth of Services: N/A

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:
Sephora, 1-800-Flowers, Fandango

Key Differentiators:
• Can build once and deploy everywhere

• Best in class service team

• Simple to use build platform and platform integrations

• Fully build on mobile
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 Automat
Opus Research Quick Take:

Automat is alone in offering an “enterprise-grade” marketing platform  

that leverages custom built AI to drive understanding, recommendation  

and personalization

 

HQ: Montreal, Canada  Offices in San Francisco Bay Area and New York City 

Website: https://www automat ai/

FIRMAGRAPHICS
Year business started: 2016

Investment/Funding: $11M

Number of employees: 25

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
Automat’s mission is to help brands use AI to talk to their customers, understand what they care about, and 

serve them better  Their Conversational Marketing Cloud technology enables marketers to deliver artificially 

intelligent expertise, advice, guidance, recommendation and consultation to consumers over messaging 

channels resulting in ongoing engagement with the brand increasing consumer loyalty and value 

Automat’s focus on enabling personalized one-on-one conversations at scale has resulted in an early lead 

with beauty customers including L’Oréal brands Urban Decay, Vichy, and others, as well as Coty brands such 

as Covergirl  Automat’s technology is applicable to any kind of consultative experience that benefits from 

conversational expertise and has been applied in other verticals, including financial services with National Bank 

of Canada and utilities USA North 811   Based on the strength of the Automat offering and the results it has 

delivered, all Automat customers have expanded their relationship with the company over time 

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
Automat has one of the most experienced conversational AI teams anywhere in the world, with most of the DNA 

of the founding team coming from Nuance and Tellme, two established leaders in contact center automation and 

Company


Conversation 
creation and 
delivery/NLP

Architecture 
integration & 

flexibility

Enterprise-grade 
& security/ 

privacy

Advanced NLU, 
Clustering

Customer 
Profiling, User 
Segmentation

Advanced 
Testing, 

Outbound 
Delivery

Breadth of 
Services

Customers / 
Client Support

Automat
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mobile voice assistants over the past twenty years  Opus has covered the founding team’s efforts extensively 

over the past decade, specifically surrounding the launch of Nina the world’s first mobile voice assistant and 

can confirm the team’s pedigree and success working with some of the largest and most demanding enterprise 

customers in the world  

Due to their tenure in the field, many customers request that Automat provide professional services as a way 

of providing knowledge transfer to their organization and maximizing project success given they often lack of 

in-house conversational marketing experts  As part of Automat’s engagement model, they provide onboarding 

and knowledge transfer to make customers more self-sufficient and able to deliver their own conversational 

marketing experiences over time  The specific services offered include:

• Brand strategy and creative to help brands determine the correct conversational AI strategy that is right for 

them, and to align it with their business objectives and brand

• Conversational User Interface (CUI) design to help design the ‘voice of the brand’ in a literal sense  

Automat’s team has won numerous awards for their CUI design work 

• Ongoing Customer Success teams are paired with every customer to ensure not only a successful initial 

launch, but improvements over time

Additionally, Automat is one of the few conversational marketing companies providing custom AI features 

that aren’t simply leveraging one-size-fits-all libraries from Google, Microsoft and others  Over 40% of their 

R&D team has advanced degrees in AI related fields and they are building features specific to conversational 

marketing that go beyond standard ‘chatbot’ capabilities  Customers who prefer a vendor who controls their 

entire stack either for security, quality-control, or who may simply prefer to know that the company has true AI 

capability in-house would do well to consider Automat 

The core product is organized as the Automat Conversational Marketing Cloud, and the core value proposition 

centers around creating an always on, bi-directional, one-on-one and personalized communication channel 

between a brand and a consumer that increases lifetime value of that consumer  The platform lets customers 

select from a set of pre-built vertical use cases (e g  skincare diagnostic, makeup quiz, consumer insight surveys, 

appointment scheduling, etc ), and also provides the option to build new custom use cases from scratch using 

the platform’s tools, which are described below 

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery

Conversation Creator Tool:
Provides a web-based graphical authoring and content management tool that enables marketers and designers 

(not just developers) to design and build conversational flows with embedded conversational language 

understanding  It also lets them select and view consumer segments, and to generate personalized outbound 

notifications targeted to those specific audiences  Specific features supported in Conversation Creator include:
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• Integrated Conversational Language Understanding which allows scripted button-based conversational 

flows to be mixed with typed natural language input  Automat provides one of the few systems with a 

custom built, wholly owned AI driven dialog capability rather than simplistic keyword understanding, or 

complex and potentially costly third-party integrations with Google, Wit, IBM, Amazon, or other AI backends  

This capability is used for open-ended question answering or to jump to a specific point in a conversational 

flow 

• Integrated consumer segmentation which allows marketers to easily identify attributes of their audience that 

have been discovered during previous conversations which can be used to deliver personalized experiences  

L’Oréal has used this feature and the one below to send personalized offers to highly targeted audiences 

during the holidays 

• Integrated outbound notifications which can be used to send notifications to consumers either to re-engage 

them in an existing conversation, or to begin a new conversation 

• Multi-lingual support for both conversational flows, but also language understanding  For example, National 

Bank of Canada has deployed a bi-lingual bot in both French and English that can understand typed FAQ 

inputs and respond in both languages  

• Multi-entry-point support that allows brands to design multiple different ways to start engaging with the bot  

This is used by Makeup com to link articles on their website into different starting points in the bot which 

means every user has a different experience depending on where they begin 

• Live agent handoff which allows certain events such as a consumer asking for an agent or typing a customer 

service request to trigger a handoff to a human agent  The human agent is able to hand back to the bot once 

complete  This is used by National Bank of Canada to detect customer intents that the bot doesn’t know 

how to handle and to route them to a live human agent 

• Multi-platform support which allows marketers to build experiences for multiple different chat or voice 

platforms  Note, Automat does not promote a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach and advises its clients to build 

to the strengths of the platform instead of a single experience that works across platforms  For example, 

Covergirl decided to deploy their teen influencer experience KalaniBot on Kik messenger due to the younger 

demographic on that platform  

• Dynamic content generation which allows for backend calls to generate the content (e g  dynamically 

generated carousels, text results, etc )  The majority of chatbot building tools focus on ease of use, but 

typically fall down in a real-world enterprise integration setting  Automat allows for almost any UI widget in 

the conversation to be generated via a backend integration  L’Oréal uses this feature extensively to generate 

dynamic carousels containing products from hundreds of SKUs that are available in their inventory which 

simply wouldn’t be possible with a static content management system of the majority of other platforms  

• Conversational conversion optimization that lets marketer try different variations in a campaign without the 

hassle of having to do manual A/B testing and analysis  Automat’s platform automatically optimizes the 

conversation path to optimize towards campaign goals 

Integrated Consumer Analytics: 
Allows marketers to gain insight into consumer behavior both in the aggregate and down to the individual 

consumer and chat session level  Because this analysis can be done in real-time, it enables quick iteration 
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and tuning of the experience to identify consumer needs that are being unmet and to rapidly resolve them  

Specifically, consumer analytics are often used to identify and improve conversational language understanding 

by identifying typed inputs the system does not yet understand, and to identify whole new conversation 

paths that should be developed  One of the key benefits of this capability is that it aids in the creation of a 

conversational marketing roadmap since it helps point out things consumers are asking for that have not yet 

been built  

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations:
Automat has passed stringent security audits from some of the largest and most security conscious brands in 

the world, including banks  They have both stringent in-house security measures including background checks, 

multi-factor authentication and other measures applied to all employees, and their platform regularly has 3rd 

party security and data privacy tests done with reports provided to clients  The company also offers a strong 

standard Service Level Agreement (SLA) to all customers which includes financial penalties if high levels of 

system availability are not achieved 

Enabling Ai/Technology Capabilities 

Deep Learning-Based Conversational Language Understanding:
Marketers can easily build language understanding into their bots with minimal training data and no specialized 

skills  These will be contextually-aware and optimized for messaging- and multi-turn dialog-based conversations 

unlike most language understanding systems which are optimized for single-turn voice commands rather than 

the back-and-forth of a messaging conversation  

Customer Profiling, User Segmentation:
“Hyper personal” information can be gathered in the course of conversations, enabling brands to enrich their 

existing CRM records and drive personalized conversations as they learn more about their customers the more 

they talk to them  For example, L’Oréal uses this feature to build a ‘beauty profile’ of a consumer that is enriched 

with every chat 

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery:
Automat’s platform alleviates marketers of the guess work of when to send notifications by using advanced 

game theory mechanics to determine the best time to send a notification to each consumer to optimize for 

engagement (note: this feature is still under development) 

Integration Architecture
Cloud-based architecture supports deep integration with the following:

• CRM integrations with providers such as Salesforce (e g  Exact Target)

• 3rd party analytics such as Google Analytics and Adobe Analytics

• Ecommerce integrations for cart and payments, etc  with providers such as Salesforce (e g  Demandware)

• Flexible integration architecture that has been used to do custom integrations with a variety of clients non-

standard backends using REST APIs embedded directly into the Conversation Creator tool  
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Reinforcement Learning-Based Conversion Optimization:
Manual testing and optimization is time-consuming and often leads to improvements to specific steps but not 

the best possible overall results for the end-to-end conversion funnel  Automat’s technology lets marketers try 

different variations of their conversational design at many different points in the experience and lets the AI test 

many variables at once (in contrast to simple A/B testing) and figure out what conversation leads to the best 

consumer experience and marketing outcomes 

Manifold Learning-Based Smart Segmentation. 
Using a multi-dimensional clustering capability, the Automat platform helps identify not only the consumer 

segments that are responding or not responding to specific campaigns but can also highlight only the relevant 

characteristics of each segment which aids marketers in terms of how to continue the conversation over time 

Experience, Breadth of Services:
Automat determined that beauty industry was a perfect match for their vision of expertise, advice, guidance, 

recommendation and consultation and has focused their efforts on that vertical initially  However, they believe 

the advantages of its approach easily extend to the broader fashion, retail, and luxury verticals and into any 

market that benefits by talking to and learning about their customers  Automat has also built solutions for 

financial services and e-commerce 

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

L’Oréal: L’Oréal built the world’s first multi-brand product recommendation service across nine of their leading 

brands including Kiehl’s, Lancome, Vichy, NYX, Biotherm, Shu Uemura, YSL, L’Oréal Paris, and Urban Decay 

resulting in 27X higher engagement than email, 82% positive user rating, and were able to build rich beauty 

profiles for 31% of users  Demo video and more information: http://www automat ai/loreal/

Covergirl: Covergirl built the world’s first influencer bot which let fans talk to Kalani Hilliker, an Instagram star 

with 4 5 million followers, during which she provided branded makeup tutorial videos and coupons resulting 

in 14X higher engagement than the paired Instagram campaign, 51% coupon click-through-rate, and a 91% 

positive user rating  Demo video and more information: http://www automat ai/covergirl/

Key Differentiators:
Automat provides the following differentiated capabilities:

• Platform is purpose built for Conversational Marketing with true AI features to identify audiences, drive 

engagement, and understand free-form input  Not just another ‘chatbot’ builder 

• Focus on end-users experiences that deliver expertise, advice, guidance, recommendation, and consultation 

specifically for the beauty, luxury, fashion, and retail verticals

• Employees and founding team have more experience (70+ years) delivering conversational AI solutions than 

any other vendor profiled

• Flexible engagement models with customers, including applying Automat expertise to designing and 

building initial conversational marketing experiences for brands and then performing knowledge-transfer to 

in-house teams

• Enterprise grade security, data privacy, scalability, and reliability at the company and product level 

(guaranteed via SLA)

• Only vendor profiled with a meaningful AI research team and the ability to deliver custom AI components
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Chatcast
Opus Research Quick Take:

Focused on augmenting existing e-mail or content-based marketing  Tools 

focus on enrollment and opt-in (for individuals), and content creation and 

measurement (for brands)  Little dependence on NLP or AI (for scheduling)  

(Editor’s Note: No response from this firm in request for information process)

 

       

        

HQ: San Francisco, CA

Website: https://www chatcast com/

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: 2017

Investment/Funding: Bootstrapped

Number of employees: less than 5

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Chatcast is a provider of messenger marketing, an approach to communications that enables brands to 

broadcast news, offers, and media content directly to their fans via messaging apps, initially Facebook 

Messenger  The Chatcast platform allows any brand that uses email or social media - including retailers, 

musicians, sports teams, political candidates, news organizations, and more - to reach fans through  

messaging apps  

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 

Chatcast combines the ubiquity and ease of email marketing with the immediacy and impact of instant 

messages  Its tools help brands build a subscriber list, then makes it easy to compose, schedule, and send 

messages to the list  Marketers can instantly see who is opening and clicking on the messages, and then refine 

who they’re targeting using Chatcast's tagging, progressive profiling, and CRM sync functionality 

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery

Chatcast "Message Composer" enables brands to create, preview, schedule, and send messages in seconds  

Chat messages are much easier to write and consume than emails, and Chatcast also gives you the ability to 

add links, photos, videos, and audio streams to your messages 
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Integration Architecture

Tools focus initially on enrollment  Chatcast enables fans to opt-in to receive messages from a business’s 

chatbot with one click  The tool automates a back-and-forth conversation, welcoming new subscribers and 

progressively profiling them with surveys to help you better understand your social audience  

Finally, Chatcast will also integrate with popular business applications such as Salesforce, Hubspot, Marketo, 

Hootsuite, and SendGrid, allowing brands to segment and trigger messages based on a wide range of other 

customer lifecycle and behavioral data  

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations: N/A

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Chatcast operates an SaaS-based platform, enabling brands to broadcast news, offers, and media content 

directly to their fans via messaging apps  Build a subscriber list with our suite of powerful growth tools, then 

easily compose, schedule, and send messages to the list   The technology understands who is opening and 

clicking on the messages and has the ability to refice message targets using Chatcast’s tagging, progressive 

profiling, and CRM sync functionality  Chatcast messages see 90%+ open rates and 30%+ click-through rates

Advanced NLU, Clustering

Conversation and NLU are not a point of emphasis  Although there is some emphasis on using analytics to gain 

“rich insights into an individual’s likes, preferences, and past interactions with messages over time ”

Customer Profiling, User Segmentation:

Chatcast Analytics gives rich insights into an individual’s likes, preferences, and past interactions with messages 

over time  By focusing on both demographics and past behavior, it enables nuanced 1:1 conversations with a 

large database of people  Brands can create custom tags, then use the tags to send the right message to the 

right group every time 

The platform also supports surveying which enables what the company calls Chatcast’s “progressive profiling” 

capabilities, whereby fans provide their info about demographics, location, and preferences 

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery:

Chatcast “Message Composer” enables brands to create, preview, schedule, and send messages in seconds  

Add links, photos, videos, and audio streams to messages  

Pricing: Chatcast’s price is based on total number of subscribers and includes unlimited messages and unlimited 

segmented lists  Offers two product tiers – Team and Enterprise  Each Chatcast paid subscription comes with 

personal on-boarding and live support 

Experience, Breadth of Services N/A

Highlighted Customer Use Cases: N/A

Key Differentiators:

• Entry-level provider, offering early subscribers a free year of service
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ChatFuel
Opus Research Quick Take:

Largest platform for Facebook Messenger bots   

Evolved from employing wit ai to employing its own NLP  

to support building bots “without coding ”

HQ: Redwood City, CA

Website: https://chatfuel com/

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: 2015

Investment/Funding: $est  250K+ (two seed rounds of funding)

Number of employees: 22

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Chatfuel claims to be the largest platform for building Facebook Messenger bots, powering 46% of all bots 

built on the platform (2017 F8)  It provides a self-serve platform for building Facebook Messenger chatbots  The 

platform has an intuitive visual interface that enables non-technical and business users design and build chatbot 

flows and establish conversational rules  

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
Targeting entry-level customers using Messenger for lead generation  The company offers bot-building platform 

for free and “PRO” services with additional features starting at $30 per month  

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery

Chatfuel offers a platform using standardized structure elements and rich media content  The company touts a 

“no coding necessary” ethos, thanks to a visual, WYSWIG interface  More complex conversations are supported 

by API plugins to collaborate with multiple bot administration tools and the ability to clone or copy individual 

elements 

Integration Architecture

CRM integration: Has integrated with Salesforce and ZenDesk to get basic information for customers  Just 
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released PeopleTab, a “miniature CRM tool” in that manually assigs segments or becomes part of sequence  

of messages, and send outbound scheduled interactions to users by time, segment, individuals  

Payments: First platform to integrate with Facebook native payments, Strype integration supports  

local currencies

Live agent escalation: Built a FAQ chatbot for Samsung Netherlands that can escalate to live agent, though 

customer stays in Messenger  Another example includes T-Mobile, a transactional chatbot to sell smartphones, 

that uses LiveEngage for live agent transfer  

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations:

Use public data service providers (such as Microsoft Azure, Amazon or Google clouds)  All data is subject to 

encryption 

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Advanced NLU, Clustering

Built-in NLP solution supports over 50 languages Historically used wit AI, now using internally developed 

solutions  Supports simple, “quick-and-dirty” categorization and understanding of similar phrases  More 

complex parsing or recognition of intents can attach Recast ai or Microsoft LUIS 

Customer Profiling, User Segmentation

Facebook provides a few pieces (name, time zone, gender, local language, avatar) right there can personalize 

content, can filter by gender, 

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery

Simple testing for quality assurance and flow  Platform can send to correct time zone; can create user attributes 

and provides ability to target, if e-commerce or deliver content personal preferences; bot has enough information 

to structure follow-up drip sequences 

Experience, Breadth of Services

Claims over 46,000 bots on Facebook, though no estimate of how many are “brand campaigns ”

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

Adidas, The Economist, The New York Times, Golden State Warriors, T-Mobile, among many others 

Key Differentiators:

• Grown to largest platform for building bots on Messenger - powering 46% bots  

on Messenger using ChatFuel

• Customer chat plugin on website; open rates up to 85% rate
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Chatkit 
Opus Research Quick Take:

Focused on using artificial intelligence (AI) to support  

marketing department goals of “lasting customer relationships ”

             

HQ: Toronto, Canada

Website: https://chatkit com/

 

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: 2016

Investment/Funding: VC Funded - Details not public

Number of employees: 20+

 

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Chatkit is an AI-powered Conversational Marketing / chatbot platform that helps brands create and nurture 

lasting customer relationships 

 
ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
• SaaS Platform with full transparency

• Value prop: End-to-end marketing communication platform on chat that covers the entire customer journey 

from top of the funnel activities to customer support and post-purchase re-messaging 

 
CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery

• Easy to use drag and drop GUI

• Designed for marketing/business users, with no IT/developer support

• Multi-lingual/brand/region

• Single flow & assets to multiple-devices, platforms, and/or modalities

• Supports A/B Testing and Optimization

• End-to-end: Multi-points of entry for top of the funnel marketing communications, as well and customer 

support capabilities (both human agent based as well as automation), flexible outbound messaging 

capabilities (sequence and time-based messaging)
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Integration Architecture

•  Natural Language Support 

•  CRM

•  Inventory Management

•  Product recommendation engines

•  Shopping cart/checkout

•  Third Party Analytics

•  Live agent hand-off/escalation with AI assistance

 

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations for your solution

• Customizable level of data collection, and retention  All data is assumed private by default   

High-grade encryption by default

• Highly scalable data management backend built by former ad-tech engineers 

• Industry standard network and infrastructure security monitoring in place 

• Case in point: The platform is in use by a major highly privacy-sensitive Canadian bank 

 
ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
• Natural Language Understanding (NLU/NLP)

• Computer Vision AI for product recognition / search

• AI Training (discovers and learns over time)

• AI-powered Conversation Classification

• User Clustering based on conversational behavior

• Customer Profiling & Segmentation 

• Intelligent Scheduling of Outbound Messaging

• Continuous Systematic Dialog Testing/Tailoring

 

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

• Large Immigration Firm:

o Goal: To increase the volume of new leads through Facebook ads and automate the qualification 

process to lower CPL 

o Solution: Chatkit  We worked with the marketing and intake team to connect their Facebook ads 

to a qualification bot  This qualification bot replaced their manual process of Q&A while collecting 

additional information their intake team needed to score the importance of each and every lead  

o Results: Execution of leads coming through ads, onsite buttons and the brand’s Facebook page  We 

were able to help the brand lower their cost per lead by over 55%, shorten their time from lead to 

booked consultation by 3x  Helped to move intake team from a call center to handling majority of the 

bookings through Live Chat in platform  

• Fortune 500 Shoe Retailer

o Goal: To grow audience on Messenger for a long-term objective of building high and personalized user 

engagement within their messenger  
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o Solution: To pique the interest us customers and drive them into messenger and engage, the brand 

utilized the power of image search built especially for their brand  Thus allowing customers to upload 

an image of their favorite shoe to then receive a new and refreshed look from the brands inventory  

o Results: This type of intelligent customer experience provided the brand with an audience on 

Messenger that grew by 10x within 30 days and increased  

 

Key Differentiators:

• Complete end-to-end, customer-first platform allowing brands to optimize the entire customer journey and 

lifecycle

• AI-powered Conversational CRM

• Strategic support from experts within the marketing space
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ChatSuite
Opus Research Quick Take:

Founded as BetterBrand  Working with digital agencies and 

brands to employ NLU to build messaging bots 

              

HQ: London, UK

Website: https://www chatsuite com/

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: July 2015

Investment/Funding: N/A

Number of employees: 10

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Chatsuite offer tools to accelerate productivity, reduce operating-costs and help businesses of all sizes grow 

their revenue using a smart chat strategy 

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
Chatsuite works with publishers in marketing activities to create a subscription channel that results in higher 

demand for coupons  The company provides metrics on user engagement, how to improve customer experience, 

and where customer go in different channels to purchase new products

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery

Simple platform build bot for each channel (FB Messenger, website, etc )  Chatsuite has created better tools for 

agencies (working with McCann) to manage multiple clients/customers and creates knowledge management 

systems  The company has completed projects in 10 different languages 

Built in proprietary chat-CMS module, with the ability to produce stories optimized for chat apps, either 

implementing feeds of content, or creating from scratch 
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Integration Architecture:

Offers analytics to measure user metrics in real-time, view chatbot performance over time and track key 

audience conversion rates 

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations: N/A

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Advanced NLU, Clustering:

Chatsuite has their own basic NL, in other cases use API ai, wit ai 

Customer Profiling, User Segmentation:

Roadmap involves machine learning, predictive profiling

Industry is stabilizing to create smarter tools & platforms

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery: 

Create scheduling system, when/why did they leave the bot - how long before engaging with users again

Experience, Breadth of Services: N/A

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

AOL, HBO, HuffPo

Key Differentiators:

• Chatsuite offers effective content experiences that build audience engagement and revenue for publishers 

and marketers
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Conversable 
Opus Research Quick Take:

Core concept is “Answering Questions Using AI” (AQUA) with high-

profile clients like TGI Friday’s and Whole Foods; specialty customer 

base in “Quick Service Restaurants” (Editor’s Note: No response 

from this firm in request for information process)

             

HQ: Austin, TX 

Website: http://conversable com/

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: 2015

Investment/Funding: $3M 

Number of employees: ~20

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Conversable is an enterprise conversation platform for creating intelligent, on-demand, automated response 

flows through one-to-one conversations in any messaging channel  Company has an SaaS platform helps 

companies deliver on-demand content, customer self-service, and conversational commerce via major 

messaging and voice applications, including Facebook, Twitter, SMS, Amazon Echo, Slack, Hipchat, Kik, and 

others  

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
Conversable and its partners help enterprises navigate the evolution of an enterprise’s conversational flows, 

messaging channels, and desired feature roadmap including deep system integration with legacy systems with 

both enterprise-grade security and support 

Interactive Conversation Editor: ICE is a visual editor for building complex conversational flows that can include 

integration with external systems 

Content Management System: Centralized system to manage any language and assets of your conversational 

experience  Easily find and change any text, images or media that are used 
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Answering Queries Using AI: Automated responses in conversational interfaces are a valuable compliment to 

customer care teams  AQUA (Answering Queries Using AI) responds instantly to answer questions and efficiently 

delivers the next generation customer service 

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery

The Conversable platform allows customers to get the on-demand content they desire instantly when and where 

they want 

Specialized Natural Language Processing (NLP) - The Conversable platform identifies points at which the user 

interaction fails and can be optimized with specialized natural language understanding to allow for faster and 

more efficient traversing of the conversational flows 

Integration Architecture

Conversable’s platform exposes an API Interface needed for the conversational model and enterprise client  

In some cases, Conversable or a partner builds connectors to the legacy systems necessary to deliver the 

data needed to respond to various conversational requests while conforming to the API specification  The 

Conversable API Interface can grow and change as new conversations and nodes are requested by users and 

the client 

Conversable allows enterprises to replace internal dashboards and portals with conversational data within 

existing enterprise messaging channels  The platform also enables both new and repeat transactions seamlessly 

in whatever channel the conversation is happening 

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations:  

N/A

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Advanced NLU, Clustering

Offers advanced system features  Using a combination of natural language understanding and supervised 

machine learning, the system can learn what users are looking for and suggest optimizations  Delivering more 

advanced AI and ML requires substantial data accumulation over many different interactions 

Customer Profiling, User Segmentation:  

N/A

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery:

Partnering with Phobio, using mobile application Rodio for scheduling delivery of updates, promotions and other 

messages to mobile platforms 

Experience, Breadth of Services:

Growing team to navigate the complexity of launching secure, scalable on-brand experiences 
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Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

Customers: Wingstop, Whole Foods, Budweiser, Marvel, Viacom, PizzaHut, among other “Quick-Serve 

Restaurants”

Partners: HGS (business process outsourcing), Mindtree (technology services company), Olo (online restaurant 

order startup)

Key Differentiators:

• Conversable SaaS platform is the first social enterprise software for creating smart, automated customer 

engagement conversational flows through messaging channels  The platform’s easy to use interface allows 

for full conversation design and the deployment of always-on, automated intelligent messaging 

• Focused on corporate bots & “Quick Serve Restaurants” (QSR) vertical

• Strong customer & partner base
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HeydayAI
Opus Research Quick Take:

High-profile founder with platform concentrating on solutions  

that require “no-coding” and appeal to marketing specialists 

HQ Address/Location: Montreal, Canada

Website: heyday ai

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: 2017

Investment/Funding: Bootstrapped

Number of employees: 10

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Heyday is an enterprise-grade, Conversational AI platform for marketers  Conversational AI agents can integrate 

with the most popular messaging apps like Facebook Messenger, Twitter & Slack, and voice-enabled interfaces 

like Google Home and Amazon Alexa 
ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
Solution designed for marketers with no technical background  Without any coding ability, any copywriter, brand 

strategist, social media manager, marketing director or customer service rep can create an enterprise-grade 

conversational agent for her brand  Heyday is a SaaS platform with multiple pricing plans, catering to both SMBs 

and top-tier brands and ad agencies  

CONVERSATIONAL AI PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS

Conversation Creation and Delivery

• Graphical, user-friendly & code-free (designed for marketing/business users)

• Multi-lingual support

• Multiplatform (text & voice)

• First-party and third-party data & API integration

• Flexibility: Multi-points of entry, outbound, highly customizable
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Integration Architecture

• Natural Language Support 

• CRM

• Inventory Management

• Product recommendation engines

• Shopping cart/check-out

• Conversational Analytics & Segmentation

• Live agent hand-off/escalation

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations:

• Enterprise-grade encryption

• Cloud-based platform

• Anonymized data collection

• Financial security compliant

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Natural Language Understanding (NLU/NLP)

• Training (discovers and learns over time)

• Disambiguation 

• Clustering 

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

• Tyre check-up and shopping assistant for Bridgestone

• Ride-hailing bot created for the Government of Canada to help prevent young adults from driving under the 

influence of cannabis

• Movie recommendation & rental chatbot for Videotron, one of Canada’s leading telco

• Mixologist bot that shares recipes and recommends products for a state-owned liquor store chain (450 

stores)

Key Differentiators:

• Created by an award-winning world leader in Conversational UX (founding team member is a guest writer at 

VentureBeat, speaker at Botness & judge at the Webby Awards & Mobile UX Awards)

• Heyday claims to be 10-100x cheaper, 10x faster solution compared to other enterprise-grade solutions 

(though no proofpoints provided)

• Brand-safe AI: no black box or obscure algorithm, our platform enables marketers to keep full control of their 

brand’s language and tone and manner 

• Built-in, enterprise-ready NLP packages (AI)

• Conversational modules optimized for engagement thanks to gamification techniques learned from decades 

in the gaming industry (founding team from Ubisoft)
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Imperson
Opus Research Quick Take:

Entertainment niche building chatbots with the “authentic voice”  

of brand representatives or film characters  Proprietary NLU and AI 

               

HQ: Los Angeles, CA | Tel Aviv, Israel

Website: http://imperson com/

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: 2014

Investment/Funding: $3M 

Number of employees: 16

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

imperson develops enterprise chatbots for sales and marketing using a proprietary conversational AI technology  

Already trusted by leading brands and agencies including Disney, Lionsgate, Microsoft, Amazon, National 

Geographic, Universal, Moet Hennessy, Jack in the Box, Hyundai, 360i, Horizon Media and more 

imperson’s chatbots converse in natural language and can be tailored to every brand’s and character’s authentic 

voice  imperson supports all conversation interface modalities including text, voice, video, AR and VR on all 

major messaging platforms, and offers an end-to-end trusted process to build, test, launch, optimize, and 

maintain chatbots  Offers support throughout the marketing and sales funnel including awareness, engagement, 

lead gen, and sales in a two-way dialogue that deeply engages customers, address customer questions, 

resolves issues, influences purchase decisions, improves loyalty and increases transactions 

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
Enterprise chatbots for sales and marketing; Full service creative studio and conversational AI technology and 

bot development and hosting platform

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery:

• imperson offers a full service creative studio to develop chatbot solutions for brands and agencies  Tools 

include a full interactive script writing team, strategists and other creative and technical resources  The 

company has developed chatbots that support various multimedia assets  
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• Not multi-lingual

• imperson supports all conversational modalities include voice, text, video, VR and AR; can provide pre-

launch testing of chatbot experiences; and can support multiple platforms at once  

Integration Architecture:

• imperson’s proprietary conversational AI and NLP

• Has ability to integrate with a partner’s CRM depending on needs/goals

• Can account for inventory management assuming partner has an API to call

• May integrate with third-party or partner owned product recommendation engines

• Can support transactional experiences by integrating with an internal or third-party system

• Provide every partner with a customized dashboard to track data/analytics associated with the bot

• Offers the ability to transition the bot conversation to a live agent or customer support management system  

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations: N/A

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Advanced NLU, Clustering:

Offers our own proprietary NLP, system discovers and learns over time providing clear communication with the 

user, and is able to cluster users and insights and learn/improve based on these insights

Customer Profiling, User Segmentation: 

Can develop outbound conversational experiences that are tied to intelligence

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery:

Supports ongoing tailoring of conversational experiences to individuals based on their interaction with chatbots 

Experience, Breadth of Services: N/A

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

Use cases include projects for clients including: Disney, Pixar, ABC, Moet Hennessy, Hyundai, Universal, 

Paramount Pictures, flaregames, STX Entertainment, National Geographic, Microsoft, Amazon Studios, 

Lionsgate and more  

Key Differentiators:

• imperson’s chatbots converse in natural language and can be tailored to every brand’s and character’s 

authentic voice  imperson supports all conversation interface modalities including text, voice, video, AR 

and VR on all major messaging platforms, and offers an end-to-end trusted process to build, test, launch, 

optimize, and maintain chatbots 

• imperson offers proprietary technology and a full service creative and consultative studio to conceptualize, 

build, script, optimize, deploy, host and maintain premium enterprise chatbots for sales and marketing  
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Massively
Opus Research Quick Take:

Touts “one-to-one” engagement at a massive scale  

Emphasizes seamless connection from bot to live support personnel  

Little emphasis on outbound 

HQ: Toronto, Ontario

Website: www massively ai

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: 2014

Investment/Funding: Bootstrapped - self-funded

Number of employees: 11

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Massively manages a brand’s most important relationships by powering chatbots people want to talk to  

Massively’s advanced platform lives at the intersection of technology, design, and creativity and combines 

optimal conversational design with the latest developments in the fields of artificial intelligence and  

machine learning  

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
Massively has created a proprietary platform on which chatbots can be constructed, deployed and optimized  

Massively chatbots can be deployed to numerous messaging, voice and web platforms including Facebook 

Messenger, Twitter, Kik, Skype, Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant  

A team of expert developers and conversational designers are used to build customized conversational flows for 

each client according to their project needs  Massively also offers self-serve re-engagement portal, heatmaps 

and advanced analytics   

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Massively owns a patent pending chat bot authoring tool with an extensive feature set such as:

• Interaction and easy storyboard creation
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• Built in NLP with easy integration with third party AI gents (if required) including API ai, Wit, Microsoft 

cognitive services or IBM Watson

• UI to embedded algorithm for node traversal

• Response based trigger nodes

• Reacting capability to external influencer

• A/B testing

• Build once and deploy to multiple messaging platforms

• Single click bot deployment to multiple messaging platforms

• Self-learning and guided-learning nodes

• Ability to interface with any tool/service

•  Availability of the tool from desktop to mobile device

•  Engagement and Stats Portal allowing customized broadcast messages to user segments

In addition to the capabilities mentioned in the list above, Massively can work with the brands to provide a very 

customized solution  The core features of Massively’s platform are:

Conversation Creation and Delivery

• Graphical (designed for marketing/business users or IT/developers)

 Web chat interfaces / mobile apps can be custom built for brands to address their business needs 

•  Multi-lingual/brand/region

 Platform can be used to target users based on language/brand/region depending on the use case 

• Single flow & assets to multiple-devices, platforms, and/or modalities

 Once constructed, Massively’s bots can be deployed on numerous conversational platforms such as: 

Facebook, Twitter, Kik, Viber, Line, Skype, Slack, Google Assistant, Cortana, Amazon Echo, and more  In 

addition, Massively’s bots can be deployed via SMS or they can live within any webpage or mobile/desktop 

ad unit  

• Supports Testing

Massively’s authoring tool has a built-in simulator to test the conversational flow  In addition to this, the bots can 

be deployed to test or live major social media handles with a single click 

• Flexibility: Multi-points of entry, outbound

Segmentation can be based on customers / devices / point of entry / brand use case  

Integration Architecture

• Natural Language Support 

 Massively can connect to powerful NLP providers that can identify the language, context, and intent  The bot 

reacts based on those inputs  
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Massively’s product recommendation engine can pull items from any database or pathways can be constructed 

in the tool to serve up links to direct users outside the bot experience 

Bots built by Massively enable users to opt out of the automated chat experience and talk to a live agent at any 

point in the conversation  The bot is silenced until the user indicates their intention to speak to it again  

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations:

Massively’s platform is built to scale and is hosted on the Amazon cloud behind secure layers  Works with 

brands to facilitate custom CMS/CRM system integration  

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
• Natural Language Understanding (NLU/NLP)

 Massively has a proprietary NLP system to detect general intents and our tool enables us to link to third 

party language processing engines depending on the use case 

• Training (discovers and learns over time)

 Massively has capabilities to train a natural language engine based on specific keywords  The engine will 

return a mapped result based on a confidence level  This confidence level increases with time as the bot is 

used 

• Disambiguation 

 The aim of Massively’s natural language process is to minimize the ambiguity of user inputs 

Customer Profiling & Segmentation: N/A

Advanced Scheduling, Outbound: N/A

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

Massively has built bots for brands such as CBS, Mondelez (Philadelphia Cream Cheese, Cadbury), Nestle 

(Delissio), Snickers, Paramount Studios, NBC, Playtex, Starbucks (Canada) 

Key Differentiators:

• Training and Optimization Portal

o Assign intents, train and build answer sets 

o A/B testing capabilities which allows us to divert users between options  

o Bot failures can be analyzed and optimized over time 

o Heat Map provides insight into where users are moving/abandoning/failing 

• Custom ML and Third-Party AI Agents if Required (wit ai, api ai, Microsoft cognitive services, IBM Watson)

• Engagement and Stats Portal

o Customized broadcast messages to user segments

o Metrics include: Failure rate, Messages Per Session, # Sessions & Session Length, New Vs  Returning 

Users, Time Spent, Messages Sent & Received and all Custom Actions 
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MORPH.AI

Opus Research Quick Take:

Marketing bot specialist  “Turns anything to chat”  

as a preferred mode for individuals to stay in touch with brands

         

HQ: Gurgaon, Haryana, India

Website: https://morph ai/

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: March 2016

Investment/Funding: Bootstrapped

Number of employees: 9

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Transform anything to chat  It morphs your services into conversations and lets your users access those from 

anywhere  

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
Focused on building awareness, where bot is inclined to engage and build a continual relation (pilot with 

Manchester United)  Also doing lead generation which is a transactional relation, mostly in financial services and 

automobiles  Include more complicated and technical solution offerings

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery

Design in a manner that is always guided

Integration Architecture: N/A

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations: 

Via Facebook profile, get permission to collect data

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Advanced NLU, Clustering: use DialogFlow

Company
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Customer Profiling, User Segmentation: N/A

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery:

AI capacities utilized in follow up communication with customers, delivering right kind of content with response 

rates of 20% - 300% above traditional marketing 

Experience, Breadth of Services: 

Team works with digital marketing business units of banks, provide some professional services  

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

17 customers (13 are enterprises, 4 startups)

Key Differentiators:

• Specialization in Marketing Bots, meaning bots are designed to ask questions not answer them in order

to build better customer profiles 

• Layer of AI to get right them of information & boost to send out notification, interact, engage -

get better results/data
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Motion.AI (HubSpot) 

Opus Research Quick Take:

Recently acquired bot authoring platform for content 

marketing giant, Hubspot  Templated handling of FAQs 

and surveys  Future uncertain within Hubspot

(Editor’s Note: No response from this firm in request 

for information process)

           

HQ: Naperville, IL

Website: http://www motion ai/

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: November 2015

Investment/Funding: 

Number of employees: 

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Acquired by Hubspot (September 2017, undisclosed)

Motion AI’s powerful technology enables users to build, train, and deploy AI robots to do almost anything 

imaginable – from booking meetings and qualifying leads, to running customer service chats and diagnosing 

problems, all without needing technical skills  

The company originally launched on Product Hunt in November 2015, where it was voted the number one 

chatbot builder at the time  Motion AI has facilitated more than 40 million total messages since May 2016, with 

over 80,000 bots built to date 

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
With the acquisition by HubSpot, MotionAI is in position to deliver a wide set of services, but as of now, currently 

unclear how MotionAI is engaging with new customers  
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CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery: N/A/

Integration Architecture: N/A

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations: N/A

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Advanced NLU, Clustering: N/A

Customer Profiling, User Segmentation: N/A

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery: N/A

Experience, Breadth of Services

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

Key Differentiators:

• Unclear how MotionAI is engaging with new customers 
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msg.ai 

Opus Research Quick Take:

Touts “personalized one-on-one conversations” with  

platform that integrates well with existing IT and CRM infrastructure 

HQ: San Francisco, CA

Website: http://msg ai/

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: 2015

Investment/Funding: Seed round funded by Index Ventures, Y Combinator and Bowery Capital

Number of employees: 50+

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

msg ai delivers an intelligent learning bot that enables brands to unlock the power of one-to-one relationships 

along the entire customer journey  By leveraging deep reinforcement learning, the same AI architecture used for 

self-driving cars and space technology, brands engage in personalized interactions at scale and drive tangible 

business results  With bot training algorithms and out-of-the-box systems integrations, msg ai is purpose-built 

for enterprises to adopt conversational AI across their organization  Backed by Index Ventures and Y-Combinator, 

msg ai is headquartered in San Francisco, with offices in New York and India 

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
Implementation / deployment; recurring SaaS subscription

Software: Account management; technical support
• Bot Comprehension: Achieves high levels of understanding without training for every possible word

and phrase that a consumer could say  

• Bot Action: Proprietary combination of algorithms that helps it determine the next best action  For example, 

bot uses tone, response, history, and situation context to respond to a consumer who seems to be 

abandoning their cart with tailored offers to guide the consumer toward the ideal behavior. 

• Bot Learning: High aptitude for learning - as it experiences more conversations, knowledge and 

understanding increases; learns the most effective way to handle questions as it starts to recognize more 

variations and scenarios  
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msg ai’s conversational bots are supported by an ecosystem of products and services to create a complete 

conversational AI solution for enterprises  Other products include real-time analytics, bot training, agent software, 

and out-of-the-box integrations (consumer messaging, voice and email channels, and business systems)  

Services include bot deployment expertise, conversational AI best practices, and account management 

Value proposition: msg ai empowers enterprises to increase and maintain brand loyalty with personalized, 

one-on-one conversations with every customer  msg ai helps global brands to increase conversion, improve 

customer satisfaction and scale to meet growth demands while reducing operational inefficiency 

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery:

• Graphical (designed for marketing/business users or IT/developers) AI Studio, an intuitive UI tool that helps

with following: design conversational flows; train the AI both visually and conversationally; test the bot within

the same interface

• Multi-lingual/brand/region Bot is trained in a base language and ported to other languages easily Multi-

bot architecture -- more than one logical bot can be deployed together, yet each provides a distinct user

experience Bot can be deployed in one region or multiple regions and across multiple channels including

social channels, web pages, mobile apps, via APIs etc 

• Single flow & assets to multiple-devices, platforms, and/or modalities  AI system inherently gets all the

flows, assets and all related data in a canonicalized form, so that these components are platform and device

agnostic  They can be served across supported platforms and devices easily 

• Supports Testing ● Testing is carried out in multiple ways in different stages of training, deployment

and in-production, including but not limited to following: automated testing chatbots frequently test our

conversational beta; Authorized bot admins/users can test the bot via AI Studio; Human training via

crowdsourced teams both internally and externally; as part of feedback, ongoing learning etc 

• Flexibility: Multi-points of entry, outbound Depending on the platform it is deployed on, the bot can have

multiple entry points as well as outbound endpoints Multivariate Testing: Using AI Studio, authorized

bot admins/users can create, track, measure, analyze and manage multivariate tests; Usually these are

conducted on various parameters including but not limited to: Bot response messages; assets used in

response; actions that are taken by bot

• Propensity Modeling is used to optimize conversations and appropriately guide users toward

predefined goals

Integration Architecture:

• CRM: Integrates with industry standard CRMs like Salesforce etc ; supports bespoke systems via API

integrations

• eCommerce systems (for Inventory Management, Shopping cart/check-out etc ) Integrates with industry

standard ecommerce systems like Shopify, Demandware, IBM Websphere commerce etc ; supports

bespoke eCommerce systems via API integration ● Analytics: Extensive KPIs and metrics supported right

out of the box; custom business specific KPIs can be easily added; highly customizable analytics dashboard
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• Live agent hand-off/escalation: AI system understands the context and determines the hand-off or

escalation appropriately; Native AI Studio supports rich agent console, which comes with many advanced

features including but not limited to the following: Quick context specific replies; Quick context aware

actions; Support for knowledge base systems; Provides advanced analytics

• Highly contextual handoffs: your bot escalates the conversation to human agents with rich customer

information that is passed on

• Bot and human agents collaborate on one platform: leverage each other through the native live chat platform

• Supports Facebook’s Handover protocol: Support for 3rd party agent desks via APIs; Support for legacy

agent desks via message sharing

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations:

• Multi-tenant deployment: bots are deployed in a multi-tenant setup with data segregation and secure

processing

• Cloud security: platform hosted on reliable and well-known cloud infrastructure providers across the global 

with data encryption and secure storage

• Data security: data is encrypted and stored securely while at rest, and is transferred securely while in motion

• Vulnerability assessment: frequently scheduled and on-demand testing can be carried out to identify security

lapses

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Advanced NLU, Clustering:

Conversation Engine: Compatible with short-form text (messaging), long-form text (emails), and voice 

• Sentiment, tone and emoji recognitions

• Bot Memory (learns and remembers customer behavior for personalization; bot maintains a short

and long-term memory)

• Active Learning (discovers and learns from conversations over time

• Continuous feedback from authorized users like bot admins, human support agents etc  enables the

bot to learn over time

Customer Profiling, User Segmentation:

• Analytics: Out-of-the-box support for KPIs that matter across the following categories, including but not

limited to: Conversation related KPIs, User related KPIs, Engagement related KPIs, Content related KPIs, Bot

performance KPIs User Profiling & Segmentation: Custom business specific KPIs

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery: Targeted Campaigns; Advanced Segmentation; Drip Campaigns 

based on customer lifecycle

Experience, Breadth of Services:

• Deployment expertise: Best practices to handle your data bot achieves the highest level of intelligence

• Extensive amounts of data: Work with the biggest global brands (e g  Nestle, P&G, Unilever, Target, T-Mobile)

to create an effective bot learning network with massive amounts of training data
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• Expansion and scale: Implementations across departments to train bot for success across the customer

lifecycle

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

• Aflac DuckChat was launched to help consumers navigate the complexities of open enrollment through a

character-rich bot

• Tommy Hilfiger introduced the TMY GRL and TMY BOY bots to democratize personal styling advice and 

introduce the men’s and women’s fashion lines

Key Differentiators:

• Full-stack conversational AI platform: includes all three required layers - natural language understanding, a

response layer and learning capabilities

• Capacity: handles high conversation volumes while maintaining fast response times

• Cloud infrastructure: hosted on reliable, well-known, stable cloud infrastructure providers across the globe 

(including Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform)

• Reliability: system is architected and deployed across multiple data centers in the US and Europe and

utilized in active-active mode to ensure high availability

• Redundancy: all components are load-balanced appropriately and loosely-coupled with failover capabilities
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Octane

Opus Research Quick Take:

Quick start platform for limited number of e-commerce bots 

(e g  welcome message, receipts, order status )

(Editor’s Note: No response from this firm in request for 

information process)

HQ: Tustin, CA

Website: http://octane ai

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: 2016

Investment/Funding: $1 5M

Number of employees: 11

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Octane AI enables businesses to set up a powerful chatbot in minutes and gives them the power to engage their 

customers via messaging apps  Octane AI chatbots help businesses, brands and individuals with tasks such as 

customer support, showing off content, showcasing merchandise, answering frequently asked questions, letting 

customers subscribe to notifications and more  The company was founded in 2016 by Matt Schlicht, Ben Parr 

and Leif K-Brooks 

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
Octane AI concierge bot automatically sends welcome messages, receipts, shipping notifications, abandoned 

cart campaigns 

Decision Data - tracks the performance of quick replies and buttons that bot users choose most often chatting 

with a bot 

Conversations for bringing blog posts into a bot

Ability to generate parametric scan codes
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CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery: N/A

Integration Architecture: Designed for e-commerce conversions - revenue dashboard

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations: N/A

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Advanced NLU, Clustering: N/A

Customer Profiling, User Segmentation: N/A

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery: N/A

Experience, Breadth of Services: N/A

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

• Bots for celebrities like KISS, Aerosmith, and 50 Cent

• Verclare Boutique

• Kiehl’s

• Pure Cycles

Key Differentiators:

• Limited focus on e-commerce
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Reply.ai

Opus Research Quick Take:

Focus on enterprise customer service, specializing in 

insurance domain, expanding into brand marketing services;

 best practices around conversation design and CRM integration

HQ: New York, NY

Website: https://www reply ai/

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: February 2016

Investment/Funding: $1 4M

Number of employees: 20

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Reply ai is the enterprise level chatbot building & management platform that “makes B2C communication 

suck less ” Reply works with major brands such as KIA, Coca-Cola, Samsung and VAIO to bring them into the 

‘Messaging Age’ by scaling their 1:1 communication with customers across messaging channels, markets, and 

languages, all while maintaining the highest security standards 

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
Focused on building conversational strategies  Team works with customer design teams to train and constantly 

optimizing messaging bots  Featured transparency tools to expand bot’s responsibility  Notable engagements in 

the insurance industry where chatbots enables ability to make payments, check account balances, etc  

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery:

End to end platform to build, manage around conversation design  Visual bot builder for hands-on creation tools 

to build dynamic conversations and advanced bots  Reply AI has its own Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

engine for vertical expertise in insurance and travel industries and also leverages wit ai and api ai  The platform 

does support multiple languages, 
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Integration Architecture:

Built in contact management (CRM) for integrating to existing CRM  

Integrations with Zendesk, LiveChat, BrightPattern, FreshDesk or ZipWhip 

Customer software support include a datapoints exchange robust analytics & reporting and the ability to develop 

custom goals, predict behavior 

Data security, reliability and privacy considerations:

All data is encrypted end-to-end, can set up dedicated servers; have achieved GDPR certification 

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
Advanced NLU, Clustering: 

Vertical-specific NLP engines (insurance & travel)

Customer Profiling, User Segmentation: 

AI capabilities include tracking user activity of a user for profiling, store the entire transcript and collect metadata 

points on the user to contribute to the profile  The system collects metadata, and builds audience segmentation 

and can handoff to live agent

Advanced Testing, Outbound Delivery:

Quality assurance testing internally, with an AI-training area for the platform  The company can send targeted 

communication with automated functions to optimize outbound campaigns 

Experience, Breadth of Services:

Team of conversation designers and engineers to create, integrate and deploy bots; ability to white-label 

solutions  

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

Starbucks, Coca-Cola, KIA, Insurance/Travel customers

Key Differentiators:

• Focused on Customer Service / Insurance

• Investment from TransCosmos, business process outsourcer (BPO) specializing in Asian markets, call

centers

• Robust platform, analytics and hands-on professional services
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Snaps

Opus Research Quick Take:

Single platform for both messaging and voice bots or skills  

Robust integration with CRM and e-commerce functions 

HQ: New York City, NY

Website: www Snaps Io

FIRMAGRAPHICS

Year business started: 2011

Investment/Funding: $12 5M

Number of employees: 40

BRIEF COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Snaps helps brands find new customers and increase lifetime value through chatbots, voice skills and social 

messaging - all from a single, intelligent platform  Snaps powers the most innovative chatbot, voice and social 

messaging experiences for major consumer brands including Nike, Marriott Rewards, VICE, Bud Light, Simon, 

and 120 other leading brands, celebrities and non-profits  Snaps is a trusted partner for the world’s leading 

brands, providing technical, creative and audience buying services with enterprise-level security 

ENGAGEMENT MODEL, FLAGSHIP PRODUCT/SERVICES & VALUE PROPOSITION: 
One of the few companies listed in the Facebook Messenger Platform Development Providers Directory, Snaps 

is a trusted partner for Fortune 500 brands that need creative, technical, media buying and enterprise-level 

security   Snaps platform lets brands can publish the same chatbot, voice skill or emoji keyboard across 

all messaging apps and voice platforms  Beyond a best-in-class WYSIWYG authoring tools, Snaps has an 

automation engine built for sophisticated marketers to predictively engage people when they are most likely to 

engage or convert in a way that fits their unique profile  The automation engine + self-serve machine learning, 

allows marketers to create formulas to intelligently connect with customers based on purchase history, CRM 

data, in-bot behaviors, log-in credentials, and other digital touchpoints  Snaps platform also has a real time, 

end-to-end analytics dashboard that displays unique conversational metrics to easily track engagement, build 

funnels, identify bottlenecks, discover new user behavior, and create conversions 
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CONVERSATIONAL MARKEKTING PLATFORM CHARACTERISTICS
Conversation Creation and Delivery

• Graphical (designed for marketing/business users or IT/developers)

Multi-platform, best-in-class creation tools where non-engineers can publish the same visual and interactive

experiences across all messaging apps (Messenger, Skype, Twitter, Kik, Web), voice (Alexa, Google Home),

and social messaging (iMessage, Android) platforms seamlessly 

• Multi-lingual/brand/region

Snaps authoring tool supports multi-language chatbots  It’s a simple language setting where brands increase

the accessibility of their bot by adding support for more languages  We support over 150 languages 

• Supports Testing

We support testing in a multitude of ways  First, brands can connect their chatbot to two different pages at

the same time - a demo page and a brand page  This feature empowers brands to launch a bot and regularly

iterate and optimize  We also support A/B testing, with the click of a button  Users will randomly get sent to

one of the blocks in the “A/B” group and unlike the "Random" setting, if they get sent to that group again

they'll receive the same block they received last time (so results are not biased/influenced)  All A/B results

are easily analyzed in our analytics dashboard 

• Flexibility: Multi-points of entry, outbound

We support multi-entry points in a number of ways specifically around our media product  The prime

example is what we call referrals, which are incredibly powerful for our partners  Referrals let brands track

where users are coming from and save that to their Snaps profile (ex  Facebook Ads vs a link on Marriott 

com)  Brands can also use these to send them a user to a specific flow in the bot (ex  Marriott might want to

link to their bot on their travel blog and send users who click that link straight to the part of the bot that asks

you to subscribe to travel articles)  Finally a brand can save other information they know about the user (ex 

I am running Facebook ads that only target people who are 25 years old, so when they enter the bot I can

save that to their Snaps profile)  We also support instant creation of a custom Messenger QR code 

Integration Architecture

• Natural Language Support

By leveraging breakthrough machine learning and natural language technologies like Wit AI, Google Vision

API, IBM Watson, Amazon Lex, brands can always make their chatbot conversational feel more human  In

addition to the leading off-the-shelf NLP/AI databases, we have built our own machine learning intent engine

for non-engineers to train their bot  Markers can make changes and train the intent engine and see results

with free text analytics 

• CRM

Yes  Snaps is approved Adobe Exchange Partner  (https://experiencecloud adobeexchange com/

experiencecloud details 100111 html) and can also easily integrate with a brands CRM software like
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Salesforce through the flexible Snaps API  

• Inventory Management

Yes  With Snaps flexible API, a brand can easily import product inventory data and more 

• Product recommendation engines

Yes  Snaps has built custom recommendation engines with brand

• Shopping cart/check-out

Snaps fully supports checkout and is a beta partner with Facebook Messenger Payments  Through Snaps

API, Snaps can also pre-populate shopping carts, from a brands Chatbot to a brands dot-com 

• 3rd Party Analytics

All analytics happen within the Snaps platform at the brands request

• Live agent hand-off/escalation

Snaps platform can automate and answer the FAQ’s of the most demanding customers, while integrating

with your Zendesk, Sprinklr or other support systems behind-the-scenes when necessary  Currently, testing

the beta of the Facebook Messenger Handover Protocol API with SPRINKLR 

Date security, reliability and privacy considerations: N/A

ENABLING AI/TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES 
• Natural Language Understanding (NLU/NLP)

• Training (discovers and learns over time)

Built own machine learning intent engine for non-engineers to train their bot and learn over time  It’s part of 

the WYSIWYG authoring, automation, and analytics dashboard 

• Disambiguation / Clustering / Customer Profiling & Segmentation

Snaps created a pioneering conversational marketing automation engine for marketers to segment and

engage customers through conversation  The Snaps engine allows marketers to create formulas to

intelligently connect with customers based on purchase history, existing CRM data, in-bot behaviors, log-in

credentials, and other digital touchpoints  This eliminates future one-to-many blasts and tailors conversation

accordingly  We’ve also created easy to view tools to help marketers know what’s working within that

segmentation and re-engage based on media buys  For example, block analysis where a marketer can

view any block in their bot to see the paths that users have taken to get there, or where they go from there 

The marketer can also see what text is being entered, what intents are being triggered, and what links are

being clicked on that block  This helps with optimizing any aspect of their bot, making it easy to get insights 

Launched referral analytics to empower brand managers and media team to assess which marketing efforts

are paying the highest dividends 

• Intelligent Scheduling of Outbound

Yes  It is a self-serve automation engine  We support a multitude of rule-based variations for formulas and

segmentation for outbound actions like:
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• Send this to all users who have (or have not) interacted with the bot in the last hour 

• Typed text while on a certain block

• Have a certain intent in X time

• Have user property that is not equal to something

• Number of transition to block, link click, or conversion events (can do exactly, less than, more than)

Highlighted Customer Use Cases:

• Nike: Nike utilized Snaps technology to power a chatbot where a user uploads of a photo of her outfit, and

leveraging A I, the bot instantly delivers a pair of shoes that matches her outfit  This experience drove a CTR

1250% higher than the global brand average and 400% higher conversion 

• Marriott Rewards: Snaps empowered Marriott, the world's largest hotel chain, to create chatbot

experiences on Facebook Messenger and Slack  The chatbots have provided stay-related customer service

to 44% of Marriott Rewards members this year across 4,700 hotels through Facebook Messenger alone 

• Bud Light: Bud Light launched the “NFL MyTeamCan” chatbot experience through Snaps  The Bud Light

chatbot acted as a utility to remind fans that it was game time, and to order Bud Light before the game  Bud

Light saw a week-over-week 83% engagement rate with personalization  How did they accomplish this?

• Jack In The Box: Snaps helped Jack-in-the-Box drive 83% lift in intent to purchase and power 71,000

coupon redemptions 

Key Differentiators:

• Ability to publish the same chatbot, voice skill or emoji keyboard across all messaging apps and voice 

platforms 

• Automation engine allows brands to predictively engage people when they are most likely to engage or 

convert in a way that fits their unique profile 

• Trusted partner for the world’s leading brands, providing real-time, end-to-end analytics, and technical,

creative and audience buying services with enterprise-level security 
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About Opus Research
Opus Research is a diversified advisory and analysis firm providing critical insight on 
software and services that support multimodal customer care. Opus Research is focused 
on “Conversational Commerce,” the merging of intelligent assistant technologies, 
contact center automation, intelligent authentication, enterprise collaboration and mobile 
commerce. Opus Research organizes and produces industry-leading events that feature 
case studies, in-depth panel discussions and unprecedented networking opportunities for 
enterprises, customers, solutions providers, and technology vendors to foster new business 
opportunities in emerging markets.

For sales inquires please e-mail info@opusresearch.net or call +1(415) 904-7666
This report shall be used solely for internal information purposes  Reproduction of this report without prior written permission is 
forbidden  Access to this report is limited to the license terms agreed to originally and any changes must be agreed upon in writing  
The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believe to be reliable  However, Opus Research, Inc  accepts no 
responsibility whatsoever for the content or legality of the report  Opus Research, Inc  disclaims all warranties as to the accuracy, 
completeness or adequacy of such information  Further, Opus Research, Inc  shall have no liability for errors, omissions or inad-
equacies in the information contained herein or interpretations thereof  The opinions expressed herein may not necessarily coincide 
with the opinions and viewpoints of Opus Research, Inc  and are subject to change without notice  
Published February 2018 © Opus Research, Inc  All rights reserved  




